Obtaining neuroimaging in patients on cardiopulmonary support devices such as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) can be challenging, given the complexities in monitoring, instrumentation, and associated hemodynamic lability. Transcranial Doppler (TCD) is used as an ancillary test for the assessment of cerebral circulatory arrest, but its use in non-pulsatile blood flow in venoarterial (VA) ECMO is not well described. We report the use of TCD in a patient on VA ECMO post-cardiac arrest for evaluation of death by neurological criteria. A 72-year-old female was admitted for elective trans-catheter aortic valve replacement. Her postoperative course was complicated by hemo-pericardium evolving into pulseless electrical activity causing cardiac arrest. She was resuscitated with return of spontaneous circulation and initiated on VA ECMO and intra-aortic balloon pump for cardiogenic shock. Over the next few days, serial evaluations persistently showed a poor neurological examination. She was too unstable to transport for neuroimaging. Evaluation for death by neurological criteria was performed with a clinical examination, apnea testing, and TCD as an ancillary study. TCD showed systolic spikes supporting an impression of cerebral circulatory arrest consistent with an irreversible brain injury.
Introduction
Presence of irreversible brain injury on neuroimaging is an essential pre-requisite of determining death by neurological criteria [1] . Unfortunately, obtaining neuroimaging, such as a computed tomography (CT) head, safely may not be possible in select subset of patients due to hemodynamic instability or instrumentation impairing safe transport, such as those patients on venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (VA ECMO). In these patients, suspicion of brain death in a patient where physiology and extent of brain injury may not be fully understood must be confirmed with diligent serial clinical examination, thorough apnea testing, and ancillary testing. Guidance on determining brain death in this patient population is guided largely by case reports and case series [2] [3] [4] . Currently, there are no guidelines for ancillary testing for assessing cerebral circulatory arrest for evaluation of death by neurological criteria in patients on VA ECMO. We report the use of transcranial Doppler (TCD) as ancillary   1  2  3  3  4   1 testing in a patient on VA ECMO who was too unstable for transportation to neuroimaging. We used a combination of clinical history, neurological examination, apnea testing, and bedside TCD to demonstrate an irreversible brain injury leading to a mechanism for brain death.
Case Presentation
A 72-year-old lady was admitted for elective trans-catheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR). Her postoperative course was complicated by hemopericardium that progressed to pulseless electrical activity. As part of resuscitation, she underwent emergent pericardiocentesis and was placed on VA ECMO and intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) for cardiogenic shock. Over the following two days, she was recognized by the primary cardiology service to have a poor neurological examination including nonreactive pupils and not triggering the ventilator. Her underlying heart rhythm remained pulseless electrical activity. Neurology was consulted for prognostication after presumed anoxic brain injury. Initial evaluation was performed off sedation at body temperature of 36.4C. Mean arterial pressure was sustained above 70 mmHg by VA ECMO, IABP, and norepinephrine with no severe electrolyte or metabolic derangement. There were no fluctuations in heart rate with noxious stimulation. Her pupils were 4 mm and nonreactive bilaterally. She had no corneal reflex. Her eyes remained midline during oculocephalic and oculovestibular testing. She had no cough or gag. She had no evidence of spontaneously initiated breaths. All four limbs were atonic with no withdrawal to painful stimuli. Deep tendon reflexes and plantar responses were absent bilaterally. Given the complexity of cardiopulmonary instrumentation and monitoring, CT head could not be safely obtained. We used bedside TCD to evaluate for cerebral circulatory arrest to support the clinical impression of an irreversible brain injury. The TCD and repeated TCD showed isolated systolic spikes in the anterior and posterior circulation in all insonated vessels consistent with cerebral circulatory arrest ( Figure 1 ).
FIGURE 1: Transcranial Doppler (TCD).
TCD showing systolic spikes in the anterior circulation.
Reversal of systolic spikes in the middle cerebral artery was likely oscillatory waveform from the artificial circulatory support provided by the combination of VA ECMO and IABP. After the clinical examination and TCD, apnea testing was then performed. She was on pressure control mechanical ventilation. 
Discussion
Evidence of irreversible brain injury on neuroimaging is an essential pre-requisite to diagnosing death by neurological criteria [1, 5] . Typically neuroimaging is obtained to support the clinical impression of irreversibility of brain injury since clinical neurological examination and apnea testing can be confounded by many medical and pharmacological factors [6] . Additional ancillary testing may be necessary in certain circumstances when multiple confounders are present. These ancillary tests include either demonstration of absent electrical activity by electroencephalography (EEG) or evidence of cerebral circulatory arrest by imaging modalities such as cerebral angiography, nuclear single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) scan, or TCD [1, 6] .
Patients on assistive cardiopulmonary support, such as ECMO or IABP, have a high incidence of neurological complications as well as high incidence of severe brain injury [7] [8] [9] . Necropsy studies on ECMO patients showed significant hypoxic ischemic changes in vulnerable cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar regions possibly due to hypoperfusion and/or hypoxemia along with coagulopathy causing intracerebral and/or subarachnoid hemorrhages. Early recognition of severe brain injury especially when it portends possible irreversibility is quite pertinent in such patients. Neuroimaging has an important role for this evaluation but obtaining neuroimaging, such as CT head, in these patients can be difficult due to instrumentation, complexity of monitoring, and hemodynamic lability. This difficulty was highlighted by the case series by Mateen, et al. In this study, the majority of patients could not be imaged. Only 24 out of 87 patients on VA ECMO had neuroimaging. When able to be imaged, the majority of these patients showed abnormal findings on their neuroimaging with a high incidence of progression to brain death. Bedside ancillary tests may be especially helpful in patients on ECMO, where apnea test can be difficult to perform and neuroimaging can be difficult to obtain. Review of literature regarding evaluation of patients for death by neurological criteria revealed variable practices on the use of neuroimaging/ancillary testing in patients on ECMO [7] . Some reports declared patients using only clinical examination and apnea testing [4] . The use of the bedside EEG or TCD may be useful in supporting the clinical impression of an irreversible brain injury in patients who are too unstable to transport to neuroimaging as we have reported. Use of TCD is challenging in VA ECMO due to the non-pulsatile nature of blood flow created by assistive cardiopulmonary bypass. Presence of significant embolic signals from the continuous flow of blood through an external cardiopulmonary bypass also needs consideration. Previous studies have shown feasibility of assessing cerebral blood flow in patients on VA ECMO using TCD. Since blood flow can be discerned with certain level of confidence using TCDs in VA ECMO, criteria of systolic spikes and oscillating waveforms can be reliably used to evaluate cerebral circulatory arrest when systemic blood pressure is maintained [10] .
Our case highlights the challenge of determining an irreversible brain injury without neuroimaging. The use of TCD at bedside to determine cerebral circulatory arrest along with the clinical history and examination provided confidence necessary to determine irreversibility of brain injury. Although case reports have been published describing brain death testing on patients requiring VA ECMO, none have addressed the complexity of obtaining neuroimaging and provided guidance on bedside testing. It will be extremely helpful to gather more data and create practice guidelines on the use of TCD to assess cerebral blood flow and evaluation of brain death determination in patients on ECMO. Additionally, guidelines will need to take into consideration on how to define irreversible brain injury when neuroimaging cannot be obtained.
Conclusions
In patients on VA ECMO, ancillary testing using TCDs can be a reliable neuroimaging assessment to determine irreversible brain injury to supplement the clinical history and clinical examination suspicious for death by neurological criteria. Future guidelines will need to provide guidance on defining an irreversible brain injury when unable to obtain neuroimaging.
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